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Abstract
Current and anticipated imaging technologies
may significantly assist in the study of cultural
heritage objects
Goal of this talk is to introduce the potential
benefits of these new technologies to the field
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Goals of Imaging of Artifacts
• Noncontact method using energy as a “probe” to collect
information about “feature(s) of interest” in object
(e.g., erased text, pigments, or mendings) that may be
interpreted as useful evidence about the object,
including





how/when object was created
recovery of damaged/erased/hidden characters
assessment of conservation methods
…

Electromagnetic Radiation (“Light”)
as “Probe” of Material Properties
• X rays ( ≪ 200nm, very large energies)
• Ultraviolet (200nm ≲  ≲ 400nm)
 Stimulates fluorescence
• Visible Light (400nm ≲  ≲ 700nm)

THz

• Near Infrared (700nm    1100nm)
 “sees through” charring damage
• “Mid Infrared” (3m ≲  ≲ 5m)
• “Thermal Infrared” (8m ≲  ≲ 14m)
• “Submillimeter” or “Terahertz” (100 m ≲  ≲ 1mm  0.3  1012 Hz ≲  ≲ 3  1012 Hz
• Radio wavelengths (1mm ≲ ,  ≲ 300  109 Hz = 0.3 THz)
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Most Familiar Mode: Imaging in
Reflection at Different Wavelengths
• Collect images in different colors of reflected light
• Combine images to enhance feature(s) of interest

Basic Concept is NOT New
• William Henry Fox Talbot, 1840s
 “The Pencil of Nature” 1844

• Ernst Pringsheim and Otto Gradenwitz, 1890s
• Fr. Raphael Kögel and Fr. Albert Dold, O.S.B.,
1910s
 Palimpsest Institute, Archabbey of St. Martin, Beuron
 Kögel’s book “Die Palimpsestphotographie” (1920)
http://goobipr2.uni-weimar.de/viewer/resolver?urn=urn:nbn:de:gbv:wim2-g-2965569
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Talbot’s Vision of Spectral Imaging
“Experimenters have found that if (the solar) spectrum is thrown upon a sheet
of sensitive paper, the violet end of it produces the principal effect [of exposure]:
and, what is truly remarkable, a similar effect is produced by certain
invisible rays which lie beyond the violet, and beyond the limits of the
spectrum, and whose existence is only revealed to us by this action which
they exert.
“Now, I would propose to separate these invisible rays from the rest,
by suffering them to pass into an adjoining apartment through an aperture in a
wall or screen of partition. This apartment would thus become filled (we
must not call it illuminated) with invisible rays, which might be scattered in
all directions by a convex lens placed behind the aperture. If there were a
number of persons in the room, no one would see the other: and yet
nevertheless if a camera were so placed as to point in the direction in
which any one were standing, it would take his portrait, and reveal his
actions.
William Henry Fox Talbot
(1800 – 1877)

“For, to use a metaphor we have already employed, the eye of the camera
would see plainly where the human eye would find nothing but darkness.
“Alas! that this speculation is somewhat too refined to be introduced with
effect into a modern novel or romance; for what a dénouement we should
have, if we could suppose the secrets of the darkened chamber to be
revealed by the testimony of the imprinted paper.”
The Pencil of Nature, p. 30
Longman, Brown, Green and Longmans, London, 1844
http://www.thepencilofnature.com/

Analog Photographic Method of by Pringsheim and Gradenwitz
to Enhance Palimpsested Text, 1890s
Image #1, (positive)
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Analog Photographic Method of by Pringsheim and Gradenwitz
to Enhance Palimpsested Text, 1890s
Image #2, (positive)

Analog Photographic Method of by Pringsheim and Gradenwitz
to Enhance Palimpsested Text, 1890s
Image #2, (negative)
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Analog Photographic Method of by Pringsheim and Gradenwitz
to Enhance Palimpsested Text, 1890s
Analog sum of two images

Multispectral Imaging Technology in 1910s

(a) ultraviolet absorbing filter
(c) condensing lens
(d) metal filament lamps (longer wavelength visible light)
(g-g') Hg vapor lamp (discrete lines with 253nm    579nm)
(u) visible absorbing filter

Glass cuvette to
hold liquid used
as ultraviolet
absorbing filter
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Comparison of “Before” and “After” Images by Kögel

Approximate Visual Appearance

After Analog Processing

Spicilegium Palimpsestorum arte photographica paratum per S.
Benedicti monachos Archiabbatiae Beuronensis,
Volume I: Codex Sangallensis 193. Leipzig, Harrassowitz, 1913
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1917 Advertisement for Imaging Services
PALIMPSEST INSTITUTE
THE ABBEY of BEURON in Province of HOHENZOLLERN .
The Institute offers its services to private owners of illegible palimpsests
or public libraries to recover writings without the use of chemical
reagents and therefore without harming the precious copies of the texts of
scientific research. With the consent of the owner will result in a fine
prospect, without making new cost him the photographs taken by a
reproduction process as panel factory wider circles of interested users to .
It is only to be hoped that as many Palimpsest will make this offer owners
the benefits and what was previously difficult or impossible to decipher ,
make it usable for a broader scientific yield. (From the article: .
Handwriting research and photographic art in de Theological Review,
1915, No. 1/2, of University Professor J.Göttsberger , Munich)
•••
In this sense refers to the Palimpsest Institute Beuron be renewed Tender,
contracts to take on palimpsest - photographic works on respective written
request and commitment towards . In Format 912 cm photographs to
M.3:50 executed in 1218 format to M.5:50 with fluorescence techniques.
Requires the size ratio of the manuscript larger formats or the condition of
the primary font upper exposures with extra power consumption, as
occurs corresponding increase in price.
Favorable results are to be expected when something primary font is still
present and the Palimpsest leaves were not treated with oak gall tincture
or other inhibiting reagent. The codices remain untouched, are not subject
to chemical reagents of any kind and safe fire and theft proof.
Test shots at the same price as test panels to services.
End page of Prophetentexte in Vulgata-Ubersetzung
Nach Der Altesten Handschriften-Uperlieferung Der S.
Galler Palimpseste No. 193 und No. 567 , Fr. Alban
Dold, Benediktiner der erzabtei beuron, 1917

Imaging Modalities
• Reflectance
• Fluorescence
 Absorption and re-emission of electromagnetic radiation

• Transmission
 Essential for parchments that were eroded by acid in ink

• Thermal interactions
 absorbed energy  thermal changes in object  imaged

• Energy Removal by Absorption (X rays)
 Computed tomography (CT)  3-D reconstruction
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Applicable Imaging Technologies
• Spectral Imaging, under different colors of light
 multispectral, hyperspectral
 reflection, transmission, fluorescence

• X-Ray Fluorescence Imaging (XRFi)
• Infrared Thermographic Imaging
 thermal changes in object after “pulse” of radiation

• Reflectance Transformation Imaging (RTI)
 illuminate at different angles to calculate surface topography of object

• MicroCT Imaging (X-ray computed tomography)
• Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy
• Raman spectroscopy

Spectral Reflectance Imaging
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Classes of Spectral Imaging
• “Multispectral”

 Fewer “broad” bands
 Dispersion often by bandpass filters
 placed over light source, “before” interaction of light and object, or
 placed over lens, “after” light interacts with object

 “Sparse” image cube

• “Hyperspectral”

 Many “narrow” bands
 Dispersion often accomplished by diffraction grating
 Records spectrum of each “line” in image

“Dense” image cube
 may be able to distinguish materials from the recorded spectra

Multispectral Imaging
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Reflective Multispectral Imaging with
Light-Emitting Diodes (LEDs)
Narrowband Light
Sources
(light-emitting diodes
= LEDs)

U

B

G

R

U

B

Camera
Sensor

I

G

Lens

R

Object (Manuscript)

I

Lens must transmit and focus entire range of 

Fluorescence Imaging with Light-Emitting Diodes
(LEDs)
U reflectance

Camera
Sensor

B fluorescence

U
or
B

Lens
Filter
G fluorescence

R fluorescence

Object (Manuscript)
Lens must transmit and focus both UV and visible light
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Spectral Imaging in Transmission
I

Diffuser

Manuscript with thickness variation

Camera
Sensor

Image
Lens

Iron gall ink is nearly transparent to infrared light

“Narrowband” LEDs as Spectral Illuminators
• Converts electricity to light by electronic process
instead of as byproduct of heat
• Much more efficient (> 20%)
• Much cooler
• “Narrowband” ( ~ 20-40 nm)
 Spectral filters for band selection often not needed
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Prototype LED Illumination System, 11/2006
Monochrome
Digital
Camera
Manuscript
Optical Fibers
Light-Emitting
Diodes (LEDs)

Keith Knox

“National Treasure: Book of Secrets,” 2007

Justin Bartha

Nicolas Cage
Diane Kruger

“Imaging” of page fragment from “John Wilkes Booth’s diary”
using prop system based on 2006 El Greco system
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Spectra of LEDs on Early Illumination Panel


“Sparse” Image Cube


x

y

LED Illumination in Current System
15 LED bands in Reflection

• 4 LED bands for fluorescence + 6 bandpass filters

365nm

365nm
365nm

420nm

385nm

450nm

400nm

470nm

450nm

Wratten Filters

505nm
535nm
590nm

B47

G58

O22

R25

UVP

UVB

615nm
630nm
655nm

4 LED bands for transmission using Lightsheet illuminator

700nm

500nm

735nm

580nm

780nm

735nm

850nm

940nm

LED bandwidths Δ  40nm

940nm
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Pseudocolor Rendering of Spectral
Fluorescence Image
92v-93r

Image under Red Illumination

Blue Fluorescence under
Ultraviolet Illumination
 Owner of the Archimedes Palimpsest

Insert Normalized Separations into
Color Channels
“Red”

R

“Blue”
Fluorescence

G
B
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Band Differences
• Evaluate and render the difference of the two bands
used to make the pseudocolor
• Requested by the late Bob Sharples of University College
– London (“UCL”)
therefore dubbed “Sharpies”

oldest book on Google Books
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Multispectral Image Processing
• Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
• From N-band image, PCA calculates equivalent set of N
bands
each is a weighted sum of the N original bands
all PCA bands are “orthogonal” (“uncorrelated”)
sequenced in order of decreasing image variance

PCA#1 exhibits widest range of “contrast” (e.g., “overtext” to “parchment”)
PCA#2: “overtext” and “parchment” pixels collapsed to same gray value,
other variation exhibits contrast (e.g., “undertext” to “parchment”)

• Used RGB fluorescence image obtained under UV
illumination ( = 365nm)

Illustrative Example of PCA
• Two-Band Image, e.g., image under red light and blue light
• Pixels from two object classes A, B: denoted in histograms by
different symbols (circle , triangle )
• Histogram: graph of pixel population vs. gray value
• estimate of probability of each gray value
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Image Histogram, Band 1
• Graph of probability
of pixel gray values
Population

• Pixels in Class “A” not
distinguished from
those in Class “B” by
gray value

Histogram Graph

Classes Overlap

White

Black

Pixel in Class A
Pixel in Class B

Input Band 1

Image Histogram, Band 2
Classes Overlap

Population

• Again, pixels in Class
“A” are not
distinguished from
those in Class “B” by
gray value

White

Black

Pixel in Class A
Pixel in Class B

Input Band 2
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2-D Histogram of Bands 1,2

• How many pixels have
same pair of gray
values in two images?

White

Input Band 2

• “Simultaneous”
probability of pixel
gray values in two
images

Black
White

Black

Pixel in Class A
Pixel in Class B

Input Band 1

1st Principal Component
• Map ends of axis to
“black” and “white”
• Forms new image as
weighted sum of
constituent images

White

Histogram of PC1
(Classes Still Overlap)

Input Band 2

• Project pixels onto axis
with largest variance

Axis of PC1

Black

Input Band 1

Black

White

Pixel in Class A
Pixel in Class B
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2nd Principal Component

• Map ends of axis to
“black” and “white”
• Forms new image as
weighted sum of
constituent images

White

Input Band 2

• Project onto perpendicular
axis with next largest
variance

Class A

Discriminant
Between
Classes

Class B

• enhanced contrast

Axis of PC2

Black
Black

Input Band 1

White

Pixel in Class A
Pixel in Class B

PCA of Spectral Image with N Bands
• Generates equivalent set of N bands
 Rendered on orthogonal axes
 Sequenced by variance of data
 “High-order” PC bands have least variance  subtlest contrast differences
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Example of Multispectral Processing:
“Cuaderno” Collage

Overpainted Greeting Card in “Cuaderno” Collage
PCA Band 6 from 12-band image
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Hyperspectral Imaging

HSI
• Use prism or diffraction grating to disperse spectrum of
each pixel in a line
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Schematic of HSI System

Select Line
in Scene

Diffraction
Grating

Spectrum f[x,]
of line y0

HSI of 2-D Object by Scanning
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Spectra of MSI vs. HSI
• Dense sampling by
hyperspectral system
approximates continuous
spectrum
• May be able to identify
features of spectra of specific
elements or molecules

Single Pixel
“strength”

“strength”

Single Pixel


“Sparse” Spectrum
from MSI


“Dense” Spectrum
from HSI

Examples from Hyperspectral
Imaging
• Yet to come from David Messinger, Di Bai, and Leidy
Dorado-Munoz
• time-honored faculty strategy …“proof by postponement”
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Spectral Fluorescence
Imaging

Fluorescence Imaging with Light-Emitting Diodes
(LEDs)
U reflectance

Camera
Sensor

B fluorescence

U
or
B

Lens
Filter
G fluorescence

R fluorescence

Object (Manuscript)
Lens must transmit and focus both UV and visible light
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Example of Spectral Fluorescence Imaging
• Treatise within the Archimedes Palimpsest …
Commentary on Aristotle’s “Categories,” perhaps by
Alexander of Aphrodisias

Alexander’s
Dark Band

080v-073r
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Little Benefit from Other Methods on
Aristotle Commentary
• Spectrum of ink differs (somehow) from inks on leaves
with Archimedes text

RGB Fluorescence Image under UV

f. 120v-121r
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Blue

Green

Red

PCA1

PCA2

PCA3
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Subsequent Further Improvement
• Pseudocolor rendering of PCA bands with “hue-angle
rotation”
 different rendering of same data
 may reveal text more clearly

• Reasons:
1. PCA rarely segments desired text feature into one PC
band
2. User can “tune” image to their own eye

AP f. 120v – 121r
Hue angle  = 0°
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Different sections of 120v-121r, Hue angle  = 0°

Hue angle  = 45°
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Hue angle  = 90°

Hue angle  = 135°
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More text visible in gutter

Hue angle  = 180°

Hue angle  = 215°
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Hue angle  = 270°

Hue angle  = 315°
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Spectral Transmission
Imaging

Spectral Imaging in Transmission
I

Diffuser

Manuscript with thickness variation

Camera
Sensor

Image
Lens

Iron gall ink is nearly transparent to infrared light
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Caucasian Albanian under Georgian Text

Georgian NF 13, folio 59r

 St. Catherine’s Monastery of the Sinai, used with permission

Pseudocolor Image

Georgian NF 13, folio 59r

 St. Catherine’s Monastery of the Sinai, used with permission
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Processed Transmission Image

Georgian NF 13, folio 59r

 St. Catherine’s Monastery of the Sinai, used with permission

Transmissive Imaging with PCA for Paper Watermarks
“Dunlap Broadside” Copy of Declaration of Independence
printed by John Dunlap on night of July 4, 1776
one of 26 surviving of estimated 200 printed
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PCA of Transmissive Spectral Images

from 10 visible and infrared bands (365nm and 940nm deleted)
PC Band #1 shows widest range of gray value = printed text and paper

PC Band #2 “collapses” print and paper pixels to same level
 remaining range of contrast shows watermarks
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X-Ray Fluorescence Imaging
(XRFi)

X-Ray Fluorescence Imaging
X-Ray
Sensor
s

X-Ray Source

X

Ink

Xink
Xparchment
Parchment
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X-Ray Fluorescence - 1
Energy-Level Diagram of Atomic Electron Shells
M

X Ray in
Energy = E

L
K

nucleus

E0

Ionized Photoelectron
Energy = E = E – E0

Absorbed X-ray photon liberates a “photoelectron”

X-Ray Fluorescence – 2a
“Alpha Emission”
M
L
K
E1

nucleus

E0

Emitted X Ray
E = E0 – E1 = K

Electron from second shell drops into inner shell; releases
longer-wavelength X-ray photon.
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X-Ray Fluorescence – 2b
“Beta Emission”
M
L
K

nucleus

E0

E2

Emitted X Ray
E = E0 – E2 = K
> E0 – E1 = K

Electron from third shell drops into first shell

XRFi Spectral Lines

EFe-

EFe-

Energy

• X-ray detector “tuned” to energy for “Iron” emission
• Signal strength proportional to amount of Iron at that location
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XRFi of Archimedes Palimpsest
• Implemented by Uwe Bergmann of Stanford Synchrotron
Radiation Laboratory (SSRL)
• Applied to 4 leaves overpainted with forged icons and
dirty leaves at beginning and end of codex
• Synchrotron  large flux of X rays, short exposures

Post-1938 “Vandalism” in Archimedes Palimpsest
Paintings of icons of the four Gospels, perhaps during WWII
One pigment first produced commercially in 1938

St. Luke on f. 021r
over “Floating Bodies”

St. Matthew on f. 064v
over “Method”

St. John on f. 057r
over “Method”

St. Mark on f. 081r
over “Floating Bodies”

& “Equilibrium of Planes”
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XRF Imaging at SLAC-SSRL

SSRL

Stanford Linear Accelerator CenterStanford Synchrotron Radiation Lab
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A (Perhaps-Revealing) Snapshot

XRF Imaging at SSRL

• Scan page through narrow X-ray beam
(diameter ~ 50m)
• Measure intensity of energy spectrum of
scattered radiation
• Construct image(s) of number of X rays at
energies characteristic of different materials
 iron, calcium

• Use to read faded and obscured text
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XRFi  Up to 4 Palimpsest Texts Visible

Result: Verso Side of Stub of f.028r-021v
Right Edge

White Light
Paper
Guard

Pseudocolor

XRF
“OU hOMOION PERI”
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Pseudocolor Rendering of XRF
• Signals from iron atoms measured by detectors in front
and behind page
 Signal “strengths” differ
 Use difference to distinguish the two texts

• Blue: iron image measured by “front” detector
• Green and Red: iron image measured by detector behind
page
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Stub of f.028r-021v
Verso Side
Left Edge

Diagram on
Verso Side
(white)
Characters
on Recto
(cyan)

n.b., XRFi is NOT a Panacea
• Spectral images may be more useful!

120v-121r (Aristotle 02r) XRF Iron Front
120v-121r (Aristotle 02r) UV PCA + Hue Angle
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Micro-Computed Tomography

Micro-CT Imaging
• X-ray computed tomography for small objects requiring
good spatial resolution
• Use of cultural heritage pioneered by Brent Seales and
team at University of Kentucky
Spectacular results from En-Gedi scroll

• Sean Parker will describe in his talk
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Reflectance Transformation Imaging
(RTI)
• Image with illumination at different angles to construct
3-D Model of object surface

manuscript

• Again, “Proof-by-Postponement”
 Subject of Todd Hanneken’s Talk on Tuesday
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Infrared Thermographic
Imaging

Infrared Thermographic Imaging
• Can perhaps see “within” objects
• e.g., used to image parchment fragments within bindings
• Illuminate object with “pulse” of infrared radiation
“Heats up” object, emits infrared radiation with peak wavelength
proportional to temperature
 Temperature varies over time

• Track time evolution of object temperature with mid‐wave
infrared (MWIR) video camera (3m    5m)
• Time of feature appearance is related to depth in object
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IR Thermography: Image Collection

MWIR Camera

(3m <  < 5m)

Visual Appearance

IR Thermogram

(magnified view)

“Infrared Thermography Applied to the Study of Cultural Heritage”
F. Mercuri, C. Cicero, N. Orazi, S. Paoloni, M. Marinelli, U. Zammit
Int J Thermophys (2015) 36:1189–1194, DOI 10.1007/s10765-014-1645-x
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Nonimaging System for
Material Analysis
Raman Spectroscopy

Raman Spectroscopy
• Measure strength of molecular oscillation modes
vibrational, rotational

• Inelastic scattering of monochromatic light
 usually from a visible, near infrared, or near ultraviolet laser
 inelastic scattering changes wavelength

• Wavelength changes characteristic of material’s vibrational modes
• Used to identify pigments and degradation products in paintings
• Noninvasive way to determine best method to preserve or
conserve such materials
 Andy Beeby, University of Durham (UK)
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Raman Spectroscopy
•Molecules are always moving
 vibrational spectrum is characteristic “fingerprint”
 shine laser onto page and characterize scattered light
•

in

Raman
Orpiment

Red lead

Raman Spectroscopy Procedure
• Illuminate object with laser at wavelength 0
• Collect light after interaction with material(s)
• Monochromator to block intense elastic scattering at 0
(Rayleigh scattering)
• Use grating to disperse light with   0 to measure
spectrum of inelastic scattering
• Measures “samples,” does not create “images”
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A-II-10 Part of a 7th Century Gospel Book

orpiment
red
lead

indigo +
orpiment
(vergaut)
indig
o

© Dean & Chapter of Durham Cathedral, images courtesy Andrew Beeby, University of Durham

Conclusion
• More technologies for imaging and material analysis are
coming online
• Will yield additional information about cultural heritage
objects
• Several will be discussed in more detail in other talks
today and tomorrow
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